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iAirport Marketplace

Airport business has been confined largely to its physical 
existence until now. The major sources of non-aero revenue 
for most airports are rental, concessionaire commissions, 
and parking fees. At present, a significant portion of this 
revenue is driven through in-store sales and physical 
channels. This is a major problem as it prevents airports from 
scaling up their revenue beyond a certain point. 
While airports have started to take their business online, the 
digital experience they currently offer is basic and 
fragmented. As a result, the customer experience is 
inadequate, and airports are unable to gather momentum to 
advance their digitally-sourced revenues. 

Data-driven platform for airports to boost non-aero revenues

iAirport Marketplace is an e-commerce intelligence platform 
that helps airports improve non-aero revenue by introducing 
data-driven sales using AI-based offer management, 
personalization, and dynamic pricing. The platform lets the 
airport be in control of how data and intelligence are used in 
different products and services. As a centralized platform for 
data monetization, it gives airports and their partners such 
as concessionaire businesses, service providers, and external 
business partners, a number of intelligence options to 
generate more revenue from their products and services.

The two primary drivers of modern digital e-commerce are 
data management and data monetization through emerging 
technologies such as artificial intelligence, which are missing 
in the case of airports. The opportunity for effective business 
partnerships to extend airport services through B2B 
channels is also limited due to the lack of a centralized 
platform that converges their value propositions. 
These factors severely limit airports' non-aero revenue 
potential.
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iAirport Marketplace Overview

Key Highlights

Collaborative e-commerce platform for airports and partners

AI-based recommendations to boost conversions and revenues

 Enhanced customer experiences through personalization


